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This paper is partially a continuation of “Abelian crossed products and 
p-algebras” [2] by Amitsur and Saltman. One of our purposes is to study 
further the generic abelian crossed products introduced in that paper, in the 
case of fields of characteristic p and abelian p-groups. More specifically, we 
will study subfields of generic abelian crossed products and use our results 
to prove the existence of non-crossed product p-algebras. This work, which 
appears in section three, requires that we first study Galois extensions of fields 
of characteristic p. In fact, we will define a generic Galois p-extension, which 
is a Galois extension of commutative rings, and apply it to the special case 
of fields. This is the goal of the second section. In the first section, we develop 
some necessary results about Galois p-extensions of commutative rings of 
characteristic p. 
In what follows, unless otherwise stated, all rings and fields are of charac- 
teristic p, a fixed prime. If R is such a ring or field, then for all x E R we define 
g(x) = L-P - X. S(R) is the set of all P(r), I E R and R/P(R) will always 
be considered as a vector space over F(p), the field of p elements. If R is of 
characteristic p, F(p) will be identified with the prime subring of R. aij will 
always designate the Kronecker delta, that is, aij = 1 if i = j and =0 if i # j. 
1. GALOIS ~-EXTENSIONS OF COMMUTATIVE RINGS 
Our purpose here is to generalize Witt’s theory of Galois p-extensions of 
fields [IO] to the case of commutative rings. At the start, we require some 
general remarks about the Galois theory of arbitrary commutative rings. 
* The author was supported under National Science Foundation Grant NSF MCS 
06626 and MPS 72-04643. 
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LEMMA 1 .l. Let SIR be afinite Galois extension of commutative rings (arbitrary 
characteristic) with Galois group G. Then H”(G, S+) = 0 for n > 1, where 
S+ is the additive group of S. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the fact [3, p. 271 that S+ is a projective 
module over R[G]. Q.E.D. 
In Section 2, we will define a “generic” Galois p-extension. For this reason, 
we now define the “image” of a Galois extension under a ring homomorphism. 
DEFINITION. Suppose f: R ---f R’ is a homomorphism of commutative 
rings (arbitrary characteristic) and S/R is Galois with group G. Call f*(S) = 
S OR R’ and f*: S -+ f.+(S) the natural homomorphismf,.~) = s @ 1. Despite 
our notation, f* need not be a surjective map. 
LEMMA 1.2. f,(S)/R’ is Galois with group G and f* preserves the G-action. 
Proof. This is part (3) of Corollary 1.3, p. 85, of [4]. 
We now assume R has characteristic p. In [q and then [ll], Abelian Galois 
p-extensions of R are described, generalizing well-known results for fields. 
We record some of these results below, as Theorems 1.3 and 1.5. But first 
we need a definition. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic p. For r E R, 
define R[.9-l(r)] = R[x]&F(x) - Y). If ri ,..., r, E R, let 
R[F-l(rJ ) 1 < i < n] = R[x, ,..., x,1/1, 
where I is the ideal generated by {P(xi) - ri 1 1 < i < n). It is clear that 
R[9’-l(r,) \ 1 < i < n] s R[Y-l(r,)] @ .a* @ R[.?l(r,)]. 
In everything that follows, v E R[9-l(r)] (vi E RIYU1(ri) 1 1 < i < n]) will 
designate a fixed element, the image of x(xi). Of course, P(v) = Y (9(vi) = ri). 
We will call v(vi) the canonical element(s). Some properties of these construc- 
tions are quoted in Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 below. Theorem 1.3 first appeared 
as a portion of 3.1 of [6]. The author there assumed R has no proper idem- 
potents, but his proof of Theorem 1.3 did not require that fact. In [ll], 
Theorem 1.3 appears without restriction as 1.1 and 1.2. 
THEOREM 1.3. (a) S = R[B-l(r)] is a Galois extension of R with Galois 
group G cyclic of order p. G is generated by the automorphism c such that u(v) = 
v + 1. S is free as an R module with basis 1, v ,..., VP--~. 
(b) Conversely, if SIR is a Galois extension with Galois group G cyclic 
of order p, then there is an r E R such that S z R[9-l(y)]. 
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From 1.3, we can deduce the following result about ideals in any Galois 
p-extension (finite). 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose T/R is Galois with group G, a finite p-group. Then 
af I 4 T is an ideal preserved under the G-action, I = (I n R)T. 
Proof. By induction on the order of G, it suffices to treat the case T = 
R[9-l(r)]. Assume t = r, + r,v + ... + rjvj E I, where ri E R. Let o be the 
automorphism such that u(v) = v + 1. Then (u - l)j(t) = rjj! EI or rj ~1. 
From this the result follows. 
Galois extensions S/R with abelian Galois groups of exponent p are charac- 
terized in the next theorem. With the restriction that R contain no proper 
idempotents, Theorem 1.5 below appears as part of 4.1 of [q. Again, this 
restriction is not used in the author’s argument. Theorem 1.5 also appears, 
in a slightly different form, as a special case of 2.1 and 2.2 of [Ill. 
THEOREM 1.5. (a) Suppose S = R[9-l(rJ 1 1 < i < n]. Then S/R is 
Galois with group G = C, @ C, @ ... @ C,, , where Ci is cyclic of order p 
and generated by ai such that ai(vj) = v5 + & . S is free as an R module with 
basis {v$Q .**v210<aai <p}. 
(b) Let S/R be a Galois extension with Galois group G abelian of exponent p. 
For each basis u1 ,..., us of G, one can choose rl ,.. . , r, E R such that 
S s R[.9’-l(ri) 1 I < i ,< n] 
and ui(vi) = vi + Sij . 
The natural question arises as to how unique are the canonical elements 
vi E R[.9-l(ri) ] 1 < i < n]. The following supplies the answer. 
COROLLARY 1.6. In the context of Theorem 1.5(b), identifr S with R[9-l(rJ 1 
1 < i < n]. Assume wi E S are of the form vi + ci , ci E R. Call rli = 9’(wi) 
and vfi the canonical elements of R[Y-l(r’J [ 1 < i < n]. Then there is an 
R-isomorphism q: R[?l(r’J ] 1 < i < n] E S such that q~(q’) = wi . 
Proof. Such a ring homomorphism ‘p can certainly be defined. Since 
oj(vi + ci) = vi + ci + Sii , v preserves the G-action. Applying 1.4 to the 
kernel of ~JI yields that v is injective. But the wi generate S over R so q~ is also 
surjective. 
Suppose, for a moment, that R is a field and S/R is as in Theorem IS(b). 
Then it is well known that S is a field if and only if r, ,..., r, are linearly inde- 
pendent in R/g(R). In [q, this condition was generalized to commutative 
rings R. In the following theorem, we strengthen the results in [6]. 
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THEOREM 1.7. Suppose R has no idempotents other than 0 and 1. 
(a) If S = R[~?+l(r)] then S has no nontrivial idempotents if and only if 
r I W9 
(b) If S = R[Fl(rJ j 1 < i < n] then S has no nontrivial idempotents 
if and only if r, ,..., r, are linearly independent in RIP(R). 
(c) Assume R is an integrally closed domain and S is as in (b). Then if 
rl ,..., rn are linearly independent in RIB(R), S is a domain. 
Proof. (a) Suppose r = B(r’). Set v’ = v - r’. Then S(v’) = 0. A calcula- 
tion shows that (et’)+l is an idempotent. Conversely, assume e E S is an 
idempotent, e # 0, 1. If iV is the norm map of S/R, then N(e) is an idempotent 
in R. If N(e) = 1, then eS = S so e = 1. Thus N(e) = 0. Consider all products 
d(e) d(e) ... G(e), where the i, j ,..., k are all distinct and between 0 and p - 1. 
Choose a nonzero product f of maximal length. We have that fz = f. For 
an i, 0 < i < p, d(f) is a product am(e) *.* on(e) where some term, say am(e), 
does not appear in f. By the maximality of f, f&(f) = 0. Consider S’ = 
fR@o(f)R@*..@u P--l( f )R. S’ is free of rank p and a direct summand of S. 
Thus S = S’. From this it follows that f + u(f) + u*(f) + ... + up-l(f) = 1. 
Consider v’ = (p - 1)f + (p - 2) u(f) + ... + u"-'(f). Thena - a’ = 1 
and P(v’) = 0. If v is the canonical element, then u(v) - v = u(v)) - v’ or 
u(v - v’) = v - v’. Hence v - v’ = r’ s R. But now r = 9(v’) + 9(r)) = 
9(r). 
(b) Assume rl ,..., rn are linearly dependent in R/B(R). Without loss of 
generality, we can assume r, is a linear combination of rl ,..., r,-, modulo B(R). 
Call S’ = R[9-l(ri) 1 1 < i Q n - 11. Then S = S’[F1(r,)] and rn E .P(S’). 
Thus part (a) shows that S has a nontrivial idempotent. 
For the converse, let S’ be as before and G’ = C, @ C, @ *+. @ C!,, be 
the Galois group of S/R. As usual, assume each Ci (1 < i < n - 1) is generated 
by Us , where ui(vj) = vi + Sij . Using induction we may assume S’ contains 
no nontrivial idempotents, but that S = S’[P-l(rJ] contains such an idem- 
potent. By part (a), r, E 9’(S’). It suffices to show r, is a linear combination 
of the r1 ,..., r,, modulo 9(R). 
So assume rn = 9’(s), s E S’. Since r, is fixed under G’, 9(s) = ~(u(s)) 
for all u E G’. 
For any u E G, call u = u(s) - s. As argued in part (a), since g’(u) = 0, 
up-l = 0 or 1. If u # 0, u = up # 0 so u*-l = 1. Considering the ring 
generated over F(p) by u, and knowing it has no nontrivial idempotents, yields 
that u = u(s) - s EF(P) C S’. If we call X(U) = u(s) - s we have a group 
homomorphism x: G’ + F(p). Define homomorphisms xi: G’ -+ F(p) by 
xi(ui) = Sij , 1 < i, j < n - 1. Then there are t, ,..., t,-, EF(P) such that 
x = t1x1 + ... + t,-,xnel . Call r = s - t,v, - t,v, - ... - tn-lvn--l and note 
that G’ fixes r so r E R. 
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We have, finally, 
Y, = P(s) = qt,v, + ... + t,-p,-1) + P(Y) 
= v, + a.. + tn-lY,-l + Y(Y). 
(c) This is a consequence of the following easily verified fact. Let K 
be the quotient field of R. Then y1 ,..., r, are linearly independent in R/P(R) 
if and only if they are linearly independent in K/P(K). Q.E.D. 
Our goal is to describe Galois extensions of R with Galois group an arbitrary 
finite p-group. In order to do this, we will closely copy the method of Witt 
[lo]. The essential step is the following argument, culminating in Lemma 1.8. 
Suppose G is a finite p-group. Denote by G* the subgroup of G generated 
by all commutators and all pth powers gp, g E G. G* is normal in G and G/G* 
is an abelian group of exponent p. By Burnside’s Basis Theorem (e.g., [8, 
p. 161]), the minimal number of generators of G is the rank of G/G*. If G 
is not, itself, abelian of exponent p then G* # (e). We assume this. Call Z(p) 
the subgroup of the center of G of all elements of order dividing p, and choose 
Hc G* n Z(p) of order p. G* n Z(p) # (e) by [8, p. 1391. H is normal 
in G, so call G’ = G/H. Choose representatives u(u) E G for each 0 E G’. 
Define the group cohomology 2-cocycle g(u, 7) by 
u(0) U(T) = g(u, T) u(m). (1) 
Since H is central in G, 
f44g = e(u) forallgEHanduEG’. (2) 
G is completely determined by H, G/H, and relations (1) and (2). 
Suppose h E H is a generator. Define x E Hom(H, F(p)) by x(h) = 1. 
x(g(u, T)) is a 2-cocycle of G’ into F(p). N ow suppose S/R is Galois with group 
G’. One can consider x(g(u, T)) as a G’ cocycle into Sf. By 1.1, there is a map 
d: G’ -+ S+ such that 
44 + udb) - 44 = x(gh d> for all u, 7 E G’. (3) 
Since X(g(u, T)) eF(p), we have P(d(u)) + u@(d(T)) - g(d(oT)) = 0. That is, 
g(d(u)) is a l-cocycle. By 1.1 again, there is an s E S such that 
B(d(u)) = (u - 1)s for all u E G’. (4) 
We use s to construct a Galois extension with group G. 
LEMMA 1.8. Suppose d: G’ -+ S+ and s E S satisfy (3) and (4). 
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(a) T = S[l-l(s)] is Galois over R with group G. 
(b) Conversely, suppose S is as above and T > S >_ R is such that T/R 
is Galois with group G and S is the jixed ring of H. Then T s S[Fl(s’)] where 
u(u)(v’) = v’ + d(u) and s’ - s E R. 
(c) If S has no nontrivial idempotents then s $ B(S) + R. 
Proof. (a) If g E G then g = u(o)h where u E G’ and h E H. Define an 
automorphism of T corresponding to g by setting g(s) = u(s) for s E S and 
g(v) = v + x(h) + 44. It is tedious, but very easy, to show that this makes 
T/R Galois with group G. 
(b) Assume T > S 3 R are as in (b). Then T/S is Galois with group H. 
We have, by 1.5, that T g S[P-l(s”)] with h(v”) = v” + 1. Define d’( ) by 
d’(u) = u(u)(v”) - v”. From (2) we derive that d’(u) E S and from (1) it follows 
that d’(u) + ad’(T) - d’(m) = x(g(u, T)). d - d’ is a 1-cocycle so by 1.1, 
there is a t E S such that d(u) - d’(u) = (u - 1)t. Setting w = v” + t and 
applying Corollary 1.6 we have that, if s’ = P(w), T s SIP1(s’)]. Letting 
v’ be the new canonical element we have that 9’(v’) = S’ = s” + P(t) and 
u(u)(v’) - v’ = u(u)(v” + t) - v” - t = d’(u) + (u - I)t = d(u). Finally, 
u(s) - s = 9(d(u)) = u(s’) - s’ so s’ - s E R. 
(c) Suppose s E S satisfies (4) and s = r + P(s’) where Y E R and s’ E S. 
Then for any u E G’, (u - 1)s = P((u - l)(s’)). Since 9(d(o)) = (u - l)(s) = 
P((u - l)(s’)), if we call p(u) = d(u) - (U - l)(s), then @L(U)) = 0. S has 
no nontrivial idempotents, so this implies p(u) EF(P). (U - l)(s’) has coboundary 
0 so p(u) is also a coboundary for x(g(u, T)). One can write p(u) = x(f(u)). 
It follows that f(u) is a coboundary for g( u, T). This implies that, since H is 
central in G, H is a direct summand of G. Letting v: G + H be the projection, 
we know g, is an isomorphism when restricted to H. But His abelian of exponent 
p so H C G* C ker q~, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Suppose T = S[Pl(s’)] is as in 1.8(b). By Corollary 1.6, if Y E R, 
then T g S[~?+l(s”)] where v + 7 corresponds to the new canonical element v’. 
Since r E R, v’ and s” still satisfy u(u)(v') - v’ = d(u) and s” - s E R. 
We could use Lemma 1.8 to recursively characterize all Galois extensions 
T/R with Galois group G. It is more convenient, however, to perform this 
characterization with the help of the generic Galois p-extension for G. This 
is the subject of the next section. 
2. THE GENERIC GALOIS P-EXTENSION 
Let G be a finite p-group. The goal is to describe all Galois extensions T/R 
whose Galois group is G. We achieve this by constructing a generic Galois 
extension for G and showing that every Galois G-extension T/R is an image 
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of the generic one. Our results can be viewed as a generalization of the theory 
of Witt vectors (e.g., [9, p. 861). 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite p-group of order pm. We define, recursively, 
a Galois G-extension S(G)/R(G) and associated elements wi ,..., w, , s, ,..., s, E 
S(G) as follows. If G is abelian of exponent p, with rank m, set R(G) = 
F(P)h 1..*, x,,J and S(G) = R(G)[Fl(xJ ( 1 < i < m]. Denote by wr ,..., w,, 
the canonical elements of S(G) and set s, ,..., s, to be 0. If G is not abelian 
of exponent p, choose a central normal subgroup H, H _C G* n Z(p), of order p, 
as in the discussion preceeding 1.8. Define G’ = G/H. Assume that S(G’)/R(G’) 
and wr ,..., w,-r , s, ,..., s,-, E S(G’) have been defined and that R(G) = 
F(P)[% ,***, G?d Choose s, E S(G’) satisfying (4). Now define R(G) = 
R(G’)[x,l, T = S(G’)[x,], t = s, - X, and S(G) = T[9-l(t)]. Identify 
S(G) with its image in S(G) and define w, to be the canonical element of 
T[@-l( t)] . 
Remark. There is, obviously, a great deal of arbitrary choice in the definition 
of S(G), beginning with the choice of H. However, this definition was designed 
to have the following property. Let G be a finite p-group. Taken as a whole, 
the definition of S(G) yields a tower S(G,) I S(G,-,) 2 ... 2 S(G,), where 
G, = G, G, = G/G* and for k > n, wr ,..., wlc, s, ,..., sk are the associated 
elements in S(G,). 
We begin studying the properties of S(G)/R(G) in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. (a) S(G)[R(G) is Galois with group G. 
(b) As a commutative ring, S(G) is just the polynomial ringF(p)[wo, ,..., w,]. 
Proof. (a) Note that if S/R is Galois with group H then S[x]/R[s] is Galois 
with the same group. Part (a) now follows easily by induction and Lemma 1.8. 
(b) Let G have order pm and G/G* have order pn. Consider the tower 
S(G,) I -.a 1 S(G,J re erred f to in the above remark, where G, = G and 
G, = G/G*. Call Si the ring generated by w, ,..., wi over F(p). We shall 
prove, by induction, that Si = S(G,) for i 3 n. S(G,) is clearly generated 
over R(G,) by wi ,..., wi . Thus it suffices to show that x1 ,..., xi E Si . Since 
@I(Q) = xlc for 1 < k < n, this is true for i = 71. By induction, assume it 
now for some i > n. Since Si = S(G,), si+i E S’< . B(w,+J = si+r - xi+i , 
so xi+1 E S’&1 . This finishes the induction. 
In order to finish the proof, it suffices to show that wr ,..., w, are algebraically 
independent over F(p). But suppose it was known that S(G) was a domain. 
Calling L its quotient field and K the quotient field of R(G), we have that 
L/K is finite. K has transcendence degree m over F(p), so since wr ,..., wo, 
generate L (as a field) they must be a transcendence basis for L over F(p). 
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Hence w1 ,..., w,,, are algebraically independent. An added consequence is 
that, being a polynomial ring, S(G) is integrally closed. 
By 1.7(c), S(G,) is a domain and thus integrally closed. Using induction, 
we can assume S(G,-,) is an integrally closed domain. But now 1.8(c) and 
1.7(c) imply that S(G,) is a domain. Q.E.D. 
S(G)/R(G) has not yet been shown to be generic. In order to do this, we 
make the following observation, a triviality, whose purpose is to streamline 
the proof of the theorem coming immediately afterwards. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T = R[9-l(rJ 1 1 < i < k] and T’ = R’[Fl(r’J 1 1 < 
i < k]. Suppose f: R --f R’ is a ring homomorphism such that f (ri) = rli . Then 
f extends uniquely to a ring homomorphism f ‘: T ---f T’ which preserves the 
canonical elements. 
THEOREM 2.3. (a) If R is a ring of characteristic p and f: R(G) 4 R is any 
ring homomorphism then S = f,(S(G)) is Galois over R with group G. 
(b) Conversely, suppose T/R is Galois with group G. Then there is a ring 
homomorphism f: R(G) -+ R such that T g f,(S(G)). 
Proof. (a) This is a consequence of 1.2. 
(b) As a first step, we will construct a G-preserving homomorphism 
f: S(G) + T, by induction on the order of G. If G is abelian of exponent p, 
then T g R[.Fl(rJ ) 1 < i < m]. Define f: R(G) + R by f(q) = ri and 
use 2.2. If G is not abelian of exponent p, choose H d G exactly as in the 
definition of S(G). Call G’ = G/H. Assume f: S(G) -+ S has been defined, 
where S is the fixed ring of H in T. Consider a map d: G’ --+ S(G) satisfying 
(3) and (4) with respect to the previously chosen s, E S(G’) C S(G). Then 
f 0 d and f (sm) satisfy (3) and (4) in S. Apply Lemma 1.8(b) to conclude that 
T E S[P-l(s)] where u(u)(v) - v = f(d(a)) and f(s,,J - s E R. Extend f to 
f ‘: S(G’)[x,] -+ S by setting f’(xJ = f (sm) - s. Using 2.2 again we get 
f “: S(G) -+ T. An easy computation shows that f” preserves the G-action 
on S(G) and T. 
It remains to show T G S(G) OR(c) R. Call T’ = S(G) @s(o) R and define 
v: T’ --f T by ~(s @ r) = f (s)r. ‘p is clearly a G-map and the identity on R. 
If 1 is the kernel of 9 then I is preserved by the G-action so by 1.4, I = 
(In R)T’. v is the identity on R so In R = 0 and hence I = 0. Thus 3) is 
an injection. By a simple induction argument one can see that T is generated 
by R and f (S(G)) so g, is surjective. Q.E.D. 
There is a slightly more concrete way to view the results of 2.3. Since 
S(G) = F(p)[w, ,..., wm], the si E S(G) can be viewed as integral polynomials 
s&J1 P.S.> wm) in the wi . In fact, we observed in the proof of 2.1(b) that si is a 
polynomial in, at most, wi ,..., wi-i . Also, if n is the rank of G/G*, s1 = s2 = 
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. . . = s, = 0. f,(S(G)) is determined, of course, by the homomorphism 
f: R(G) + R so it makes sense to define R[9’$(ri) / 1 < i < m] = f,(S(G)), 
where ri = f(~~). (Recall that R(G) = F(p)[xI ,..., xJ.) Call z’i E R[Y’,l(rJ j 
1 < i < m] the image of wi E 5’(G). W e will refer to the vi as the canonical 
elements. Then R[9’;l(ri) 1 1 < i < m] can alternatively be represented as 
R[Y, ,..., yJ1 where I is the ideal generated by {P(yJ - si(yl ,..., yiel) - ri 1 
1 < i < m} and vi is the image of yi . 
There is some degree of choice in the isomorphism T g R[P$(rJ / 
1 < i < m] of 2.3. We take note of this in the following corollary. The proof 
of this corollary simply requires one use 1.6 and the remark after 1.8 at 
appropriate points in the proof of 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose T/R is Galois with group G and p: R[9,$(ri) / 
1 < i ,( m] s T is an isomorphism given by 2.3. Call Bi = q~(vJ. Assume j is 
an integer, 1 < j < m and r E R. De$ne 19’~ = Bi if i < j and F3 = Bj + Y. 
Then there are B’j+l ,..., 8’, E T, Y’~ ,... , Y’, E R and a G preserving isomorphism 
$: R[~$$(T’<) I 1 < i < m] z T such that v’(q) = O’, . 
When R is a field of characteristic p, we can strengthen Theorem 2.3 as 
follows. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Assume R is a$eld of characteristic p and T > R is generated 
over R by e1 ,..., 0, such that Y(Q - s,(O, ,..., Oi-l) E, R. Calling ri = 9(Q - 
u4 ,..., 8,-J and k the rank of G/G*, assume rl ,..., rk are linearly independent 
in R/g(R). Then T is a field and Galois over R with group G. 
Proof. Set T’ = R[g$(rJ j 1 < i < m], and let T” be the fixed ring 
in T’ of G*. Since rl ,..., rk are linearly independent, T” is a field. Using 
Lemma 1.8(c) and induction one can deduce that T’ is a field. Letting vi be 
the canonical elements of T’, there is a surjective ring homomorphism v: T’ -+ T 
defined by q(vJ = Bi . Since T’ is a field, 9 is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
The final result of this section is a particular fact which we will need in 
Section 3. As usual, G is a group of order P”~, G/G* has rank k and sr ,..,, s, 
are the associated polynomials in S(G). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let R C T be Jields of characteristic p. Assume 8, ,..., Bi , for 
some k & i < m, are elements of T such that 9(Bi) - sj(OI ,..., 0,~J = ri E R 
for j < i and that rl ,..., rk are linearly independent in R/g(R). Then 
si+d4 ,..., 4) 4 R. 
Proof. By the remark preceding 2.1, we can assume i + 1 = m. Let H Q G 
be chosen exactly as in the definition of S(G). Then by 2.5, T’ = R(0, ,..., Oi) 
is Galois over R with group G/H. s,(O, ,..., 0,-r) satisfies relation (4), with 
the appropriate d, so we are done by 1.8(c). Q.E.D. 
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3. GENERIC ABELIAN CROSSED PRODUCTS 
We briefly recall the notation and ideas of [2]. Let G be an abelian group, 
which we will now assume to be a p-group. Then G = C, @ C, @ ... @ C, 
where each Ci is a cyclic group of order qi, qi a power of p. Fix generators ui 
of each group Ci . Let F/K be an extension of fields of characteristic p, such 
that F/K is Galois with group G. Denote by Fi , Fij the fixed fields of rri , gi 
and oj respectively, and denote by Ni , Nij the norm of F/F, , F/Fij respectively. 
Assume (uij) is an r x Y matrix of nonzero elements of F such that 
uii = 1 and -1 uij = uji ) 
Nij(uij) = 1, 
gf,e(U+j) ffj(Uki) U,(Uj,) = UijU~iUj~ . 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Then, as in 1.3 of [2], we can define an iterated twisted polynomial ring R = 
F[x, ,..., xr] with the relations xixj = uifxixi and xia = oi(a)xi for all a EF. 
R has a left and right Ore quotient ring @F/K, G, u), which is a division ring 
[2, 2.21. If we set bi = xp, then all the b{s commute and L = F(b, ,..., b,.) 
is a maximal subfield of a = @F/K, G, u). There are ai EF such that C = 
w& >...? qb,) is the center of 6Y. L/C is Galois with group G induced by 
conjugation with the xis [2, 2.31. 
Asin[2],if~=(m,,...,m,)thena”=a,ml~~~~~a~andx~=x~x~~~~x~. 
R is the set of polynomials C a,@ and each monomial aiirxiii has a unique 
degree %. Ordering the B’S lexicographically, each f~ R has a well-defined 
leading term which we call f”. The degree off, deg(f), is the degree of fz. 
It was noted in [Z 2.11, that fl%” = (flfiJz, deg(f,f,) = d&f,) + deg(f,) 
and that if deg(f,) = deg(f,), then eitherfit + fzz = (fi + f2)” or fit + fiz = 0. 
Recall that a polynomial f E R is in C if and only if each monomial off is in C 
[2, 2.51. 
Defining z+,~ = x~x”(x~)-~(x”)-~, it was observed in [2] that u,+s is deter- 
mined by the uij independent of Gsl. Assume, now, that Y 3 2. That is, assume 
G is not cyclic. In [2], the matrix (uu) was defined to be nondegenerate if and 
only if: 
For any two elements uiii, oz of G such that the subgroup 
they generate is not cyclic, there are no a, b GF such that 
u%,~ = u”(u) a-loA(b)b-l. 
(8) 
From now on we will also assume that the uii are nondegenerate. Given these 
assumptions, let us restate Lemma 3.1 from [2]. 
LEMMA 3.1. IffcGlundfPcCthenfEC. 
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We now proceed to study the Galois subfields of a. Suppose there is an 
f E G?! such that Y(f) = f P - f E C and f $ C. By [2,2&J, we can write f = hg-1 
where h E R and g E C n R. By subtracting central elements, we can assume 
hz 4 C. Now gP(B(f)) = hp - hg”-l E C. If deg(h) > deg(g), then 
(h* - hg”-I)” = (hz)p E C so hz E C, a contradiction. If deg(h) < deg(g), then 
(hp - hg”-l)l = hz(gz)p-l E C so hl E C again. Thus deg(h) = deg(g). Call 
f 1 = hz(gz)-l. Since (h P - hg”-l)l E C we have (hz)p - (hz)(gz)p-l E C. Multi- 
plying by (g”)-9 yields 9(f “) E C. If @(f “) were in g(C), then since C(f”) 
is a field, f z E C, another contradiction. 
More generally, we wish to consider the following situation. Suppose there 
are fi ,-.,fk such that all the fi’s commute, P(fi) = ci E C and the ci’s are 
linearly independent in C/P(C). W e can write fi = h,g-l where all the h, 
commute and are in R, and g E R n C. By subtracting elements of C we can 
assume, as above, that hiz 4 C. Note that hiz and hi” commute since hizhjz - hjzhig 
is the deg(hJ + deg(hj) term of hihi - hih, = 0. We have shown above that 
deg(hi) = deg(g) for all i and that if fiz = hii(gz Y(fiz) E C. I claim that 
the cfi = P(fiz) are linearly independent in C/P(C). Suppose not. Then there 
are m, ,..., mk EF(~) such that C micli = P(c) for c E C. Thus if f’ = C m,fiz, 
9(f ‘) = Y(c). As above, this implies that f’ E C. Multiplying by gz gives that 
c’ = C mihiz E C. Call h’ = C mihi - c’. The leading terms of the hi’s cancel 
so deg(h’) < deg(g). But 9(h’g-l) = C m@‘(fJ - 9(c’g-I) E C. By the 
argument of the previous paragraph, (h’)l E C. Repeated subtraction yields 
that h’ E C and so C mifi E C. This contradicts the linear independence of 
the ci . As a final note, since g E C _CL and deg(h,) = deg(g), hiz is a monomial 
in xiq = bi and so hiz EL. Thus fiz = hSz/gz EL. 
We are ready to prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that F/K is a Galois extension of $elds of charac- 
teristic p with Galois group G, a Jinite abelian noncyclic p-group. Assume (uij) 
is a nondegenerate matrix in F for G. Define GZ = @F/K, G, u), the generic 
abelian crossed product and call its center C. If L’ C O! is a subfield Galois over C 
with group G’, then G’ is an image of G. In particular, if L’ is a maximal subfield, 
G’ gg G. 
Proof. Let G’ have order p”, G’/(G’)* have rank k and let s, ,..., s, be the 
polynomials of Section 2 associated with G’. Since L’IC is Galois with group G’, 
by 2.3, L’ is generated over C by 0, ,..., en such that 
qei) - si(el ,..., eipl) E c (9) 
and 
ev,..., m4d are linearly independent in C/g(C). WY 
Write eg = big-1, where the hi commute and are in R, and g E R n C. Using 
2.4 to subtract central elements, one can assume h,l$ C. Just as before, all 
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the hir commute. Define Biz = (hii)(l. By the argument preceding this 
theorem, if i < K, deg(&) = deg(g), P(02) E C, Bit EL and 9(&r),..., P(0,z) 
are linearly independent in C/P(C). We show by induction that deg(hiz) = 
de&d and 
s(e,“) - qelZ ,..., e:-,) E c, for all i. (11) 
If i < k we are done, so assume, inductively, that deg(Q = deg(g) and (11) 
holds for all i < j. Multiplying both sides of (9) by a power of g, g*“, high enough 
to clear all denominators we have: 
gw-f’hjP - h,g”-l - qj(h, ,..., hjpl , g) E C, (12) 
where qj is the polynomial zj~sj(zl/zj ,..., zjP1/zj) in indeterminates zi . By 
induction, each monomial of qj(zl ,..., zj), with h, ,..., hj-l , g substituted for 
the zi , is a polynomial of R with degree w(deg(g)). If deg(h,) > deg(g), then 
the leading term of (12) is (gz)+p(hj”)” so (h,“)” E C implying hjz E C, a con- 
tradiction. If deg(hj) < deg(g) then qj(hlz,..., hf-l , g”) is either 0 or the leading 
term of (12). In either case, q,(h,l,..., hjl-, ,g”) E C which implies that 
qe,z,..., &) E C. But the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.6 show that 
qelz,..., eiwl) # C. This contradiction shows that deg(hj) = deg(g). But now 
considering the leading terms of (12) and dividing by (gz)” we derive (11) for j. 
Since deg(hi) = deg(g) for all i and g E C CL, it follows that eiz EL. We 
know that a(f$l),..., P(0,z) are linearly independent in C/S(C) and that (11) 
holds. By Corollary 2.5, if L” = C(Oiz ,..., S,l) CL, then L”/C is Galois with 
group G’. The result follows. 
We are ready to prove the existence of noncrossed product p-algebras. 
The idea is to apply the comparison technique of Amitsur [l] to the generic 
abelian crossed products. 
In, for example [5, p. 841, it is shown that if K is any field and m a positive 
integer there is an extension field K of k and a cyclic division algebra D with 
center K, of degree m and exponent m in the Brauer group of K. If k is any 
field of characteristic p, and G is an abelian p-group of order pn, set, m = p* 
and choose such a K and D. By [7], D contains a maximal subfield F such 
that F/K is Galois with group G. Assume that G is noncyclic. Just as in the 
remark at the end of section 1 of [2], D defines a nondegenerate matrix (uij) 
in F for G. Using the uij , form the generic abelian crossed product a(F/K, G, u). 
By Theorem 3.2, all maximal subfields of 02 Galois over C have Galois group G. 
Let UD(k,p”) be the generic division algebra over k defined, for example, 
in [5, p. 911. By [l] (also found in [5, p. 93]), we have 
LEMMA 3.3. If k is an infinite field of characteristic p, any maximal subjield 
of UD(k, pn) Galois over the center has Galois group G. 
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Noting that there are at least two noncyclic, nonisomorphic abelian p-groups 
of any order bigger than p3, we have 
THEOREM 3.4. If k is an infinite field of characteristic p, the generic division 
algebra of degree pn is not a crossed product for any n > 3. 
Note added in proof. In [12] this author proves a generalization of Theorem 3.4 to the 
case p = char(k) and division algebras of degree n, where pa divides tz. 
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